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PREFACE

This is a book about how to construct effective planning approaches for managing product flow. Planning the movement of product through manufacturing
and distribution has been a concern for businesses for more than a century, but
doing it truly well remains a worthy challenge for us.
The typical book about planning is either a textbook that teaches a broad
variety of generally accepted techniques or an explication of a particular planning technique that is “just what you need to solve your problems.” This book
is a bit different. It includes a high-level survey of planning approaches, but it
is focused on helping the reader understand those techniques in a new light,
understand certain principles that are requirements for good planning system
design, and learn a methodology for designing the right planning system for a
given enterprise. This book is intended primarily for practitioners who already
have considerable background in the planning field, although it can also be used
as supplemental reading for advanced courses in operations management or
supply chain planning.
Product flow planning is a vast subject and could easily fill a multivolume
tome. Instead, this book has been consciously kept to a reasonable size because:
䊏
䊏
䊏

Anyone thinking seriously about how to plan operations is a busy person,
and we respect the reader’s time.
We have tried to not duplicate topics that are covered well elsewhere,
and we provide many references to other material.
We are far too lazy to create and manage a massive book!

We have attempted to maintain a light touch and sense of humor throughout
this volume. Product flow planning is a complex and subtle subject, leading to
vii
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mistakes that can seem absurd in retrospect. We hope that the reader’s understanding is increased rather than lessened by our attempts at levity. The book
is written in a very informal style, although we have retained one feature of
more formal tomes: frequent references to other published work. Again, because
we do not attempt to actually teach the techniques referenced here, we want to
let the reader know where to find more detail.
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1
INTRODUCTION TO
PRODUCT FLOW
PLANNING: DEFINING
OUR CONTEXT AND
SOME KEY CONCEPTS

There was much attention to partial insights, but the effects
on other parts of the system or other objectives were overlooked.
Jan Riezebos1

This book explores how enterprises can do a better job of planning the flow
of goods. It is thus directed toward businesses for which material flow is
important: basic materials producers, manufacturers, distributors, and retailers
of physical goods. Our objective is to illuminate the fundamental issues of
product flow planning in a comprehensive way, to consider both the fundamental challenges and the context in which planning is performed. We will take an
unusually broad view of all the types of industries that produce and distribute
physical products: consumer goods, industrial goods, high-technology products,
chemicals, and so on.
Rather than being a textbook, this is a guide for the advanced practitioner
or graduate student who is ready to hone his or her knowledge of how to design
and implement better planning approaches. We do not teach the basic concepts
1
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here or the details of various techniques. Rather, we try to provide perspective
on what planning techniques work well, under what circumstances, and teach
how to design a comprehensive planning approach for an enterprise.
This book is also an attempt to persuade the reader about the truth of certain
propositions. Not being coy, we can introduce the most important of those
propositions now:
䊏

䊏

䊏

䊏

䊏

䊏

Planning should be an integrative function of the enterprise, and hence
the operations planning processes need to be considered as a whole —
at least occasionally — and rationalized. We advocate beginning with
a comprehensive supply chain view of the scope of planning, and then
letting the most natural way to plan a specific business drive us toward
the particular kinds of plans that may be necessary for manufacturing,
order promising, physical distribution, inbound materials management,
and so on. The need for a unifying map or vision of planning is a theme
that we will return to repeatedly, and we will present various ways to
express that vision, such as the backbone diagram introduced in Chapter 4.
With modern computing and data communication capabilities, there are
few remaining technical limitations on what we can do. There are,
however, practical trade-offs we must make on how much planning we
should perform and appropriate levels of expenditure on systems and
staff. More planning is not necessarily better planning. Unlike aerobic
exercise, having everyone plan for an hour every day does not necessarily improve our health.
While good planning often requires powerful software, the core of better
planning is process improvement driven by professionals who feel
strongly that there is a better way to plan in their environment. This fact
implies a different approach to improvement than the software salesdriven approach that has predominated in recent years.
The best approach to planning for a specific business is highly dependent on the nature of that business. Indeed, finding the right approach
to planning its operations is part of the way a business should differentiate itself from its competitors and achieve competitive advantage.
Most comparisons of planning approaches, e.g., the MRP (material
requirements planning) versus JIT (just-in-time) discussions of the last
twenty-five years, are far too narrow and neglect important types of
planning. We will introduce and compare more of the range here.
Planning is performed primarily to make decisions, and a methodology
of planning design that considers what decisions we have to make and
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how those decisions interrelate in a particular business is a good way
to rationalize how we plan. We believe that in practice it is fundamentally simpler to begin from the decision-requirement perspective than to
try to begin from the vast array of “best practice” planning methodologies offered to us.
The book’s title refers to “directing the flow of product” because they are
the best words we have found to describe the challenge of planning the complete
movement of materials and finished goods. We have chosen to de-emphasize
the more common name “supply chain planning” because:
1. Manufacturing-oriented professionals sometimes feel excluded by that
term and planning production is a very important part of what we will
discuss here.
2. We do not want to overemphasize the word “planning” because we are
not selling more planning; sometimes less planning is better.
3. Some commentators prefer the use of “demand chain” over “supply
chain” to emphasize the importance of product “pull” over product “push”
in contemporary thinking, or prefer “value chain” to emphasize the
importance of value creation or outsourcing opportunities at each stage,
or advocate other terms that emphasize specific strategies.
So we have employed a somewhat unique title that, we hope, carries little
baggage. We do emphasize the term “flow,” which is a very powerful theme
in contemporary thinking about supply chains and manufacturing. We will also
occasionally use the term “operations planning” as a synonym for product flow
directing/planning, recognizing that to some people operations means manufacturing and to others in, say, service industries it does not refer to product flow
at all.
Perhaps the hottest topic in planning the last few years has been collaborative planning, particularly collaboration between enterprises using the Internet.
One of our objectives in writing this volume has been to make collaboration
a fundamental part of how we present the product flow planning discipline,
rather than something exotic or separate from the rest of planning. Similarly,
the event management–based “planning” that occurs in near-real time to decide
on the best immediate response to new information about operations is fundamental to our approach.
After this introductory Chapter 1, we will devote Chapter 2 to a high-level
summary of some of the most important operations planning techniques that
have been developed over the last century, with the objective of trying to

